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PokéStop insert

WHAT ARE POKÉSTOPS?
In the game, Pokémon Go, you visit PokéStops to gather Poké Balls and other items.
You’ll find PokéStops in the world near public art, unique architecture, or public
gathering places. And now you can have a real PokéStop on your desk!
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Base loop

PokéStop insert

POKÉMON GO
PAPERCRAFT

INSTRUCTIONS:
Trim out the pieces with scissors as indicated. Then make
cuts on the color-coded assembly slots pointed out by the
symbols.) Roll the “base” piece into a loop-type shape
and secure by sliding the two vertical BLACK slots into
each other. (Loose ends stay INSIDE the loop.) Then insert
the “PokéStop” piece into the base by aligning the
corresponding RED slots.
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Download more FUN, FREE, EASY-TO-MAKE
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THIS PROJECT IS PART OF MY FAN ART COLLECTION.
I HOPE YOU ENJOY POKÉMON GO AS MUCH AS I DO!
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